VOTING RULES
Definitions:
ORGANISER- Coindeal Limited – company registered in Malta, under the number C 88465. Company
address: Villa Malitah, Mediterranean street, The Village, St. Julians STJ 1870.
EXCHANGE
– website of the service provider, under the address www.coindeal.com with all its
subpages;
COIN– transferable financial individual right, which is neither legal mean of payment, electronic
money nor financial instrument. It is declared to participate in the Vote in order to be admitted to
trading by the Exchange under the terms set out in this document;
USER– entity registered on www.coindeal.com, with active account, verified identity and active
assets
DURATION– period of time set by the Organiser on the website https://coindeal.com/vote, with
the clock showing time left in particular turn of the Vote.
§1
General provisions
1. User’s vote for particular Coin in order to be admitted to trading is one of the possibilities of
adding up new Coin to the Exchange. It is dependent on the will of the Users. The Exchange
reserves the right to introduce new Coin to the Exchange according to the open market
principles, regardless of the Vote procedure.
2. Every User during the Vote can cast only one vote on one chosen Coin a day.
3. Every User can vote five times a day.
4. Every vote is equal.
5. The Vote can last for up to 4 weeks.
6. Clock placed on the website https://coindeal.com/vote shows how much time is left in
particular turn of the Vote.
7. The winner of the Vote is the Coin with the highest score win.
8. If two or more Coins achieve the same score, Coin which participated in the Vote for longer
will be admitted to trading(number of Votes in which Coin participated is taken into
account).
§2
Requirements for the Coin
1. Every Coin that is registered for the Vote should have:
a. whitepaper
b. open code – link to the data repository
c. link indicating the full amount of coins in real time
d. information about shares of the coins (how many creators and developers hold and
how many were designated for other entities or for other purposes).
e. links to social media profiles, website
f. value of the Coin for the day of registration (cannot be lower than 0,00000005 BTC
for 1 Coin/Token)

2. Coin which won the Vote will be admitted immediately after the verification of
requirements. The procedure of admitting can take up to 4 weeks after the Vote was
finished.
3. In case of any doubts or lack of proper documentation, the Organiser will ask the creator of
the Coin to provide the missing data. If the creator fails to comply with this request, the Coin
will not be admitted.
4. In case of excluding winning Coin, his place will be taken by another Coin, that met the
Organiser’s requirements and achieved required score.

§3
final provisions

1. The organizer reserves the right to stop the voting poll due to random reasons, or as a result
of revealing abnormality or using unfair practices in order to obtain favorable decisions, as
well as offering any benefits for Users to vote for a specific Coin.
2. The organizer reserves the right to exclude Coin which during the voting will not meet any of
the requirements described in §2 of the Regulations.
3. The organizer reserves the right to change the voting regulations after informing Users about
this through the website https://coindeal.com/votewith an indication of when the new
regulations will apply.
4. In the event of any doubts as to the course of voting or the selection of the winner, the last
instance arbitrating disputes is the Commission consisting of three members - shareholders
of the Exchange Organizer, whose opinion and decision are definitive and can not be
appealed.

